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Following the Grand Apostle's order, the others swiftly altered the formation so that the position where Leon was standing

became the Death Spot.

"Die! Take this! Thundering Strike!" The Four Apostles sneered, before launching mighty attacks from all four directions at Leon.

Since Leon was now standing on the Death Spot, his demise was inevitable.

However, what happened next stunned them all.

Leon darted away from the Death Spot and landed on the Live Spot, escaping their attacks with ease once again.

"Th- that's not possible!"

The Four Apostles were utterly shocked, as they all assumed that Leon found the Live Spot by luck, only to be proven wrong.

Considering how complicated the Four Beasts Formation was, one could not simply attribute Leon's success in finding the Live

Spot twice to mere luck, and they all realized that Leon might have seen through the formation.

Shocked, none of them could understand how Leon managed to do so, nor could they accept it.

"It's my time to attack now! Prepare to die!" Leon scoffed and narrowed his eyes maliciously.

Without hesitation, he launched the Earthly Plunder, his spiritual energy transforming into an invisible blade sent toward the

Grand Apostle.

"No!" The Four Apostles paled.

Since Leon was stepping on the Live Spot, none of them could attack and since Leon attacked, it would be too late for them to

change the formation.

At the very last moment, the Grand Apostle backed away to evade Leon's attack but struggled to escape the attack's range as

Leon's Phantom Steps were far too hard to shake.

Eventually, Leon's attack reached him.

"Don't you dare!" The other three Apostles hurried after Leon and each launched an attack at Leon's back in the hope of forcing

him to abandon the attack.

Though Leon already saw through the formation and forced them into a panic, the Four Apostles were all martial artists in the

Intermediate Almighty State and could easily eliminate Leon even without the Four Beasts Formation.

If Leon continued his attack directed at the Grand Apostle, the attacks from the other three Apostles would strike him from

behind, killing him on the spot.
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